Some of What Needs to Be Fixed in the Three E’s

Energy —
Change national energy slogan to: “All of the Sensible”
Terminate special renewable subsidies (e.g. PTC and ITC)
End grid rules that give wind and solar favorable treatment
Cancel the “Clean Power Plan”
Eliminate (or fundamentally change) NREL
EIA do a much better job providing the cost of intermittent sources
Constrain FERC’s unscientific bias towards renewables
Fix the NDAA so that military has better protections from turbines
Direct US nuclear plants to use reprocessed fuel
Fast-track Thorium (LFTR) & Small Modular reactors as energy sources
Approve Yucca Mt as an acceptable repository for used nuclear fuel
Substantially revise BOEM’s (DOI) Renewable Energy mandate
End all ethanol subsidies and favoritism
Approve the Keystone XL pipeline (with appropriate protections)

Environmental —
Appoint a balanced Science Committee to hash out the AGW issue
Send the Paris Agreement to the Senate for ratification
Make EPA’s basis for Endangerment Findings genuinely scientific
Review and revise EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule
Objectively calculate the net Social Cost of Carbon
Eliminate the Sea Level Rise provision in Biggert-Waters-12

Education —
Substantially revise Common Core (with focus on real Science)
Pass a reasonable School Choice measure
Do a much better job with Vocational Education
Reduce federal funding to any college that politicizes Science

Across the Board on the 3 E’s —
All three of these federal agencies should be redefined and reduced
Review all recent Executive Orders/Memoranda. Change as needed
Require that all technical policies be genuinely Science-based
Weaken the influence of lobbyists on legislators
Reduce the reliance on computer models
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